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Next-generation mobile technology (5G) aims to provide an improved experience
through higher data-rates, lower latency, and improved link robustness.
Millimeter-wave phased arrays offer a path to support multiple users at high datarates using high-bandwidth directional links between the base station and mobile
devices. To realize this vision, a phased-array-based pico-cell must support a
large number of precisely controlled beams, yet be compact and power efficient.
These system goals have significant mm-wave radio interface implications,
including scalability of the RFIC+antenna-array solution, increase in the number
of concurrent beams by supporting dual polarization, precise beam steering, and
high output power without sacrificing TX power efficiency. Packaged Si-based
phased arrays [1-3] with nonconcurrent dual-polarized TX and RX operation [2,3],
concurrent dual-polarized RX operation [3] and multi-IC scaling [3,4] have been
demonstrated. However, support for concurrent dual-polarized operation in both
RX and TX remains unaddressed, and high output power comes at the cost of
power consumption, cooling complexity and increased size. The RFIC reported
here addresses these challenges. It supports concurrent and independent dualpolarized operation in TX and RX modes, and is compatible with a
volume-efficient, scaled, antenna-in-package array. A new TX/RX switch at the
shared antenna interface enables high output power without sacrificing TX
efficiency, and a t-line-based phase shifter achieves <1° RMS error and <5° phase
steps for precise beam control.
The 32TRX monolithic IC is implemented in a 0.13μm SiGe BiCMOS process.
Shown in Fig. 7.2.1, the IC includes 2 independent 16-element phased array TRX
slices enabling 2 concurrent and independent 16-element beams (H and V) in
either TX or RX mode. To realize a compact solution, the IC uses an RF-phase
shifting architecture, minimizing the number of circuit components. Moreover,
each TRX signal path shares an antenna, a passive phase shifter, and a passive
combiner/splitter between the TX and RX in TDD operation using 3 TX/RX
switches, as shown in Fig. 7.2.1. The IC uses a 2-step, sliding-IF frequency
conversion architecture with a 28GHz RF, 8GHz internal IF, and 3GHz external IF.
The H and V slices share a 5GHz input that is multiplied to create a 20GHz RF-LO,
and then divided to create a 10GHz IF-LO. The phased-array combining/splitting
is achieved in 2 steps: first, 2 sets of 8 signals are combined/split at 28GHz using
Wilkinson dividers; next, these 2 sets are further combined/split at the 8GHz
internal IF. At the nominal cost of an extra mixer per path, this 8×2 architecture
achieves higher linearity since the RF mixers handle only 8 combined signals as
compared to 16 combined signals in the more hardware efficient 16×1 solution.
TX/RX switch insertion loss is critical to the trade-off between output power and
power dissipation. This work introduces a TX/RX switch that minimizes the TX
mode insertion loss (Fig. 7.2.2). In a traditional TX/RX switch (top left of Fig.
7.2.2), λ/4 t-line-based switches (λ/4 SW) at the PA and LNA result in similar
insertion losses in TX and RX modes. In this design, the λ/4 SW at the PA is
omitted (top right of Fig. 7.2.2), resulting in negligible TX-mode insertion loss. In
RX mode, a high TX input impedance at the antenna is desirable to maximize the
RX signal flow into the LNA. As shown in Fig. 7.2.2, the output admittance of the
off-state PA comprises a low conductance real part in parallel with a high
susceptance inductive part. This design employs switched capacitors to resonate
out the inductive part, achieving a high real TX input impedance. The simulated
TX impedances for different states of the 2b switched capacitor are compared to
a traditional switch impedance on the Smith chart in Fig. 7.2.2.
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To demonstrate the resulting output power vs NF trade-off, Fig. 7.2.3 compares
the TX front-end (FE) OP1dB and Psat, and RX LNA + switch NF of the proposed
and traditional switch approaches. The removal of the PA λ/4 SW in this design
improves the OP1dB and Psat by 1.2dB while incurring only a 0.6dB penalty in RX
NF. This results in Psat >16dBm per signal path and PA + switch peak efficiency
>20%, while still maintaining a 6dB LNA + switch NF. Translating this to power
savings, the additional 1.2dB TX loss per path of the traditional approach would
have demanded 2.35W (or 23%) more power in the IC than the chosen approach
to achieve the same Psat.
The FE TRX design shown in the inset of Fig. 7.2.1 enables precise beam control
and drastically simplifies calibration through orthogonal phase and amplitude
control in each FE. Using 1b 180° active phase shifters in TX and RX paths, and
a shared thermometer-coded 42b passive phase-shifter based on [5], each FE
achieves 390° phase shift in ~5° steps, with <1° RMS error, and <1.5dB amplitude
variation. TRX gain control is achieved using a phase-invariant, differential VGA
based on [6], providing >8dB range with <3° phase variation.
An antenna-in package module with 4 ICs and 64 dual polarized antennas was
used for beamforming tests. All 16-element beamforming tests reported in this
paper were made without gain or phase calibration, i.e., all FEs have identical gain
and phase settings for broadside beams; for beam steering, mathematically
computed phase shifts for each FE were linearly translated to FE phase settings
using the average phase shifter step of 4.9°.
Measured results shown in Fig. 7.2.4 demonstrate different operating modes of
the 4-IC module. Figure 7.2.4 (top) shows 4 16-element beams: TX-H, TX-V, RXH, and RX-V. Without calibration, beam steering over ±30° with <1° RMS pointing
error is achieved in each mode. Since each IC supports 2 concurrent beams, each
4-IC module can support 8 concurrent 16-element beams (bottom left of Fig.
7.2.4). Moreover, the module can be configured to form 2 concurrent 64-element
beams (bottom right of Fig. 7.2.4).
Figure 7.2.5 shows measured beam steering with 1.4° resolution across a ±30°
range. Each data point along an arc represents a beam pointing direction. Phase
invariant FE gain control is used to vary the beam gain over 8dB, represented by
data points on the radial axis. The 43 different 16-element beams along one arc
are shown in the top right. Gain control applied to one of these beams is shown
in the bottom left. Without gain or phase calibration, the error across all directions
and gain settings for this measurement is only 0.6° RMS (bottom right).
Results from wafer probing and over-the-air tests are tabulated in Fig. 7.2.6. Wafer
tests were performed on a representative sample across temperature, and 27
samples across a wafer. The annotated die micrograph is shown in Fig. 7.2.7. The
IC occupies 15.6×10.6mm2.
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Figure 7.2.1: IC architecture and block level schematic (left) showing the frontend block-level schematic in the inset (top right).

Figure 7.2.2: Conceptual schematic of traditional TX/RX switch (top left) and
proposed TX/RX switch (top right) with detailed schematic of the implemented
TX/RX switch (bottom).

Figure 7.2.3: Simulations and measurements showing performance (Psat, OP1dB
of TX FE and NF of LNA+switch+PA) with the proposed TX/RX switch compared
to simulations of the same with a traditional TX/RX switch across frequency.

Figure 7.2.4: Different measured operating modes of the IC-package module
showing simultaneous 16-element RX H/V beams (top left) and simultaneous
16-element TX H/V beams (top right) using 1 IC; and 8 simultaneous 16-element
RX beams (bottom left) and 2 simultaneous 64-element TX beams (bottom
right) using a 4-IC module."

Figure 7.2.5: Uncalibrated 16-element beam steering precision between ±30°
with 8dB VGA control (top left); 1 beam steering example at a fixed VGA setting
(top right) and one gain-control example at a fixed phase setting (bottom left).
Uncalibrated steering angle vs calculated steering angle (bottom right).

Figure 7.2.6: Summary table showing the performance of the IC and sub-blocks
(measured on wafer) and antenna module with 4 ICs (measured over the air).
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Figure 7.2.7: Annotated die photograph of the IC implemented in 0.13µm SiGe
BiCMOS.
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